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ORIGIN EB-11

INFO OCT-01 ARA-16 EUR-25 EA-11 NEA-10 ISO-00 CG-00 COME-00

RSC-01  /075 R

DRAFTED BY EB/T/MA:JMGARNER:EW
APPROVED BY EB/TT/MA:JPSTEINMETZ
USCG:BKICHLINE
---------------------     056427

R 212304Z NOV 73
FM SECSTATE WASHDC
TO AMEMBASSY ATHENS
AMEMBASSY COPENHAGEN
AMCONSUL RIO DE JANEIRO
AMEMBASSY HELSINKI
AMEMBASSY ROME
AMEMBASSY SAIGON
AMEMBASSY TAIPEI

UNCLAS STATE 230035

E.O. 11652: N/A
TAGS: ETRN, GR, DA, BR, FI, IT, US, TS
SUBJECT: PROMOTION OF AMVER SYSTEM

REF:  STATE A-9090 OF SEPT. 7, 1972; STATE 50779

DEPT WOULD APPRECIATE VERIFICATION FROM ADDRESSEE POSTS
IF AMVER AWARDS HAVE BEEN FORWARDED TO RECIPIENTS.  KISSINGER
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